
CASE STUDY



CUSTOMER EXAMPLE:
GOLDEN ROCK
The idea for the Golden Rock Resort saw the light of day in 2019. That was when the plan to build a

resort on St. Eustatius, one of the islands in the Dutch Caribbean, was born. It started with two

buildings and 16 hotel rooms per building, a number that will be expanded to 32 in the near future.

After the completion of the first building, Golden Rock began the search for smart locks for the

hotel.

After a tour of other companies, the idea came up to see what EasySecure could do for the resort in

this area. One of the reasons for choosing EasySecure was a successful cooperation in Africa that

had already existed for years. This has already shown that EasySecure is a personable company that

works quickly and accurately.
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The integration between Golden Rock's PMS

system and EasySecure's intelligent access

system ensures a smooth welcome and

optimal hospitality. When a visitor makes a

reservation and arrives at the hotel to check

in, a card is immediately created that the

guest uses to open the door to their hotel

room. This can also be done via mobile

phone. In this way, the physical key becomes

superfluous. Is the stay is over? Then the

guest can hand in the card or take it home

with them for their holiday album.

The storage sheds and the cold store are

equipped with intelligent locks. This way

you can only grant authorised persons the

right to enter a room and prevent

unauthorised persons from simply entering.

For example, does someone work in the

restaurant? Then you can give them access

to the to the rooms where they have the

equipment they need to prepare and serve

food and drinks.

Intelligent locks
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In addition to smart locks, Golden Rock

Resorts will soon be using EasySecure's time

and attendance solution. EasySecure has

already supplied three devices that allow

users to indicate when they start and end

work by fingerprint. Moreover, the barrier of

the electric fence around the facility will

soon be equipped with an intercom system

and a card reader from EasySecure. A guest

who has checked in will be able to use their

card to open the gate.
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Time registration
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Courtesy and 
quality

Golden Rock especially appreciates the friendliness,

quality and speed of EasySecure. "If something is is

wrong and you call them, they take care of it immediately.

For instance, if we have a problem with the system

system in a room, they don't hesitate to provide us with a

few extra pair of hands to solve the problem.They think

about the big picture and extra pair of hands to solve the

problem.  
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More Information
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Would you like to learn more about EasySecure

solutions? Then call us on +31(0)85 01500 00
or send us an e-mail at info@easysecure.com
You can also request a demonstration via our website

www.easysecure.com

http://www.easysecure.com/de

